Auto
Entertain your family while traveling

Features
Free to Air Live TV
Reception over 200km/h
Media Center
REC

Programmable Video Recorder
Automatic Frequency Switch
Two USB Chargers

iOS

Introduction
Your family spend more and more time on the road? Stuck in traffic?
Entertain your family and kids every day on the way to school or while traveling on weekend and vacation.
TVman Auto creates a “WiFi access point” to stream live TV and media in your car wirelessly and turns your
Smartphone, tablet or computer into a TV. Enjoy your trips!

What makes TVman Auto better?
Cheaper: No need to buy monitors for your car. Use your smart devices to watch TV or Media!
Easy to Install: TVman transmits TV wirelessly, reducing the number of cables to be installed in your car.
User Friendly: No IR remote control required. Keep full control from your tablet: scan, TV channel switch,
media selection, volume, EPG, subtitle, recording
Discreet: TVman Auto can be easily hidden below your seat, hand box, trunk, spare wheel compartment...
and stream the media wirelessly.
Recording: TVman can be also programmed to automatically record your favorite program.
Multi Screens: TVman can entertain all your family individually, with live TV, videos and musics from the USB disk!
Multiple Usages: Watch TV wirelessly outside the car, use it on different vehicles or even at home!

Models
x2

Diversity 2: Two rod antennas with magnet on the roof
Excellent reception
Easy to install: First Auto STB with Self installation in the market (wider distribution channels)

x3

Diversity 3: Three Film antennas stick on the indoor windows
Discreet (no cables outdoor)
Easy to install (Self or professional installation)

x4

Diversity 4: Four Film antennas fixed in the car architecture (bumpers, mirrors..)
Excellent reception
Professional installation, totally hidden and out of sight.

Diversity: Multiple TV tuners and antennas are working together to build a strong TV signal regardless of the speed and obstacles on the road.
Automatic Frequency Switch: One TV tuner scans the TV frequencies to switch automatically to a stronger signal source when available.
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